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When an Iranian billionaire asks Ben Webster to 
investigate his business affairs - it isn't long before 
the private spy is convinced that there is something 
very wrong with his quarry. What is Qazai's real 
motive for contacting Webster? And what - beneath 
his generous, honourable image - does he have to 
hide? Soon Webster will discover that the 
billionaire's secret is far bigger and more dangerous 
than he could have imagined, and that his new 
enemy will think nothing of destroying him, or his 
family...

In a breathless journey which will take readers from 
London to Marrakech, from Italy to Dubai, Chris 
Morgan Jones once again asserts himself as the 
spy thriller writer for a new generation.

Jackal's Share, The
Morgan Jones, Chris

Mantle  •  H/B  •  Thriller & Suspense

$39.999780230752702

Three teenagers have vanished from Ohio's Amish 
country. The only thing they have in common, other 
than their religion, is they are keen to leave the Plain
Life. Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called in to 
consult by Agent John Tomasetti, as her Amish 
roots will be invaluable in an investigation involving 
this sectarian society. They travel to the small town 
of Monongahela Falls to investigate the latest 
disappearance - that of seventeen-year-old Annie 
King. The only evidence left behind is a satchel - 
and a pool of blood. The case moves closer to 
home for Kate when a young relative, Sadie Miller, 
vanishes. With her own past resonating, Kate 
delves into the lives of the missing teens. Soon, a 
sinister pattern emerges along with a vital clue that 
changes everything.

Gone Missing
Castillo, Linda

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.999781447202158

At the end of a love affair, Alice journeys to 
Normandy to meet Guy's mother, the grandmother 
she has never known. She tells her granddaughter 
that, in spite of the troubles her family has faced, 
there was one true love story in her past.

In the summer of 1942, Kitty is an ATS driver 
stationed in Sussex. She meets Ed, a Royal Marine 
commando, and Larry, a liaison officer with 
Combined Operations under the command of Louis 
Mountbatten. Kitty falls instantly in love with Ed, who 
falls in love with her. So does Larry. Mountbatten 
mounts a seaborne raid on the beaches of German-
occupied Dieppe in northern France. One of the 
worst disasters of the war, it has a profound effect 
on both Larry and Ed.

Motherland
Nicholson, William

Quercus  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$39.999781780876207

As late summer steals in and the final pearls of 
barley are gleaned, a village comes under threat. A 
trio of outsiders - two men and a dangerously 
magnetic woman - arrives on the woodland borders 
and puts up a make-shift camp. That same night, 
the local manor house is set on fire. 

Over the course of seven days, Walter Thirsk sees 
his hamlet unmade: the harvest blackened by 
smoke and fear, the new arrivals cruelly punished, 
and his neighbours held captive on suspicion of 
witchcraft. But something even darker is at the heart 
of his story, and he will be the only man left to tell it…

Harvest
Crace, Jim

Picador  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$39.999780330445665

A young Don Juan is found murdered in front of his 
apartment building early one morning, and an 
elderly couple is reported missing after an excursion 
to the ancient site of Tindari - two seemingly 
unrelated cases for Inspector Montalbano to solve 
amid the daily complications of life at Vigata police 
headquarters.

But when Montalbano discovers that the couple and 
the murdered young man lived in the same building, 
his investigation stumbles onto Sicily's brutal "New 
Mafia", which leads him down a path more evil and 
more far-reaching than any he has been down 
before.

Dance of the Seagull, The
Camilleri, Andrea

Mantle  •  H/B  •  Crime & Mystery

$37.999781447228714

Independent filmmaker Kyle Freeman is desperate, 
fearing that the right project will never come up. But 
when Maximillian Solomon asks him about The 
Temple of the Last Days he figures his luck might 
be about to change. In 1975 the cult led by its 
infamous leader Sister Katherine met a bloody end 
in the Arizona desert. The shoot's locations take 
Kyle to the cult's original bases in London, France 
and finally the crime scene where the cult met their 
bloody end. But when he interviews the remaining 
survivors of the Last Days who haven't broken 
silence in decades, a series of uncanny events and 
unexplained phenomena plague the shoots. And 
what exactly is it they are managing to record in any 
place the Temple once resided?

Last Days
Nevill, Adam

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Fantasy

$19.999780330544238



Rose and Myrtle Sylvester look up to their older 
sister, Peggy. She is the sensible, reliable one in the 
household of women headed by their grandmother, 
Grace Booth, and their mother, Mary Sylvester. 
When war is declared in 1939 they must face the 
hardships together and huge changes in their lives 
are inevitable. For Rose, there is the chance to fulfil 
her dream of becoming a clippie on Sheffield's 
trams like Peggy. But for Myrtle, the studious, clever 
one in the family, war may shatter her ambitions. 

When the tram on which she is a conductress is 
caught in a bomb blast, Peggy bravely helps to 
rescue her passengers. One of them is a young 
soldier, Terry Price, and he and Peggy begin 
courting.

Clippie Girls, The
Dickinson, Margaret

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$39.999780230757790

Rose and Myrtle Sylvester look up to their older 
sister, Peggy. She is the sensible, reliable one in the 
household of women headed by their grandmother, 
Grace Booth, and their mother, Mary Sylvester. 
When war is declared in 1939 they must face the 
hardships together and huge changes in their lives 
are inevitable. For Rose, there is the chance to fulfil 
her dream of becoming a clippie on Sheffield's 
trams like Peggy. But for Myrtle, the studious, clever 
one in the family, war may shatter her ambitions. 

When the tram on which she is a conductress is 
caught in a bomb blast, Peggy bravely helps to 
rescue her passengers. One of them is a young 
soldier, Terry Price, and he and Peggy begin 
courting.

Clippie Girls, The
Dickinson, Margaret

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999780330544313

Windsor Laferrière is an exiled Haitian writer, forced 
to flee his homeland by a tyrannical regime. He has 
lived in Montreal for thirty-three years and now 
suffers from writer's block.

His father of the same name has just died in New 
York, where he himself lived as an émigré for the 
fifty years. Windsor decides to travel to Haiti via 
New York to attend the funeral and inform his 
mother of the death.

Leaving behind the freezing winter of Montreal - 
something he has never got used to - for the wet 
heat of Haiti, Windsor is faced with the grim truth of 
life in his homeland - the endemic poverty and 
starvation, the thwarted ambitions and broken 
dreams. But only here can he become a writer 

Enigma of the Return, The
Laferriere, Dany

Maclehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780857050489

Actor Gwydion Morgan's dramatic appearance at 
Jessica Mayhew's psychotherapy practice coincides 
with a turbulent time in her own life - her husband 
has just revealed that he's spent the night with a 
much younger woman. 

Gwydion, son of the famous Evan Morgan, is good 
looking and talented but mentally fragile, tormented 
by an intriguing phobia. Jessica is determined to 
trace the cause of his distress. So when his mother 
phones to say he is suicidal, Jessica decides to 
make a house call.

House on the Cliff, The
Williams, Charlotte

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Crime & Mystery

$39.999781447223542

Hollywood has come to Paradise, Massachusetts. 
And Police Chief Jesse Stone has been distracted 
from his duty by a beautiful young producer. But 
before Jesse can get too cozy, the leading star of 
the movie, Marisol Hinton, approaches him for help. 
Her meth-addicted ex is terrorizing her, and, 
expecting him to turn up in town, she grows 
increasingly frightened for her life.

Jesse, meanwhile, is waging a war against an off-
the-rails teenage girl - the seemingly untouchable 
daughter of a local business magnate - whose 
reckless and dangerous driving is endangering 
Paradise's citizens on a daily basis.

Robert B. Parker's Fool Me Twice
Brandman, Michael

Quercus  •  H/B  •  Crime & Mystery

$39.999781782064763

Picture two people, young and in love. Picture them 
being separated from one another. Picture them 
keeping their love alive through letters. So far, so 
simple.

Now imagine they've not just been separated 
geographically, but also historically.

Imagine that their love and letters now defy time and 
place, life and death.

By now you realize that this novel is unique. And, 
when you learn how it has made Russian literary-
prize history, and has to date been sold in twenty-
two languages, you begin to sense just how 
unique…

Light and the Dark, The
Shishkin, Mikhail

Quercus  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$39.999781780871059

A meteor known as Lucifer's Hammer is about to 
wreak destruction on the earth, and with the end of 
the world imminent, there is only one safe place to 
be.

In the mountains above Seoul, American-Korean 
bio-engineer Dr Kim Da Mi thinks she has found the 
perfect solution to save the human race. But her 
methods are strange and her business partner, 
Johnny Sandman, is not exactly the type of person 
anyone would want to mix with.

Drawn in by their smiles and pretty promises, 
Sydney - a Canadian model trying to escape an 
unhappy past - is an integral part of their scheme, 
until she realises that the quest for perfection comes 
at an impossible price.

Seoul Survivors
Foyle, Naomi

Jo Fletcher Books  •  H/B  •  Science Fiction

$39.999781780875965

Harris Anwar is a British Pakistani who longs to do 
well by those closest to him. Yet his Muslim sense 
of responsibility and obligation seems increasingly 
incompatible with the modern British way of life they 
have chosen. As a consequence, his best intentions 
always seem to breed the worst results.

And so it's no surprise that, when he comes into 
some money and decides to use it to help those 
around him, this small fortune brings a huge cost of 
its own.

Small Fortune, A
Dastgir, Rosie

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999780857383754



The Poet Laureate's national poetry anthology 
competition for secondary schools, introduced by 
Carol Ann Duffy and HRH The Duchess of Cornwall. 

The Poetry of Earth is Never Dead is an anthology 
of ecology poems chosen and carefully ordered by 
the pupils of Monkton Combe Senior School, Bath, 
the winners of Anthologise. 

Inspired by the school's own plans for a sustainable 
future, these are poems that remind us of our 
environment, of how we see, affect and are 
ourselves part of, the natural world. Here you'll find 
poetry from all places, all ages, and of all colours, 
shapes and sizes, from John Keats to Jo Shapcott, 
Seamus Heaney to Virgil, and of course, Carol Ann 
Duffy herself. 

Anthologise
Various

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Poetry

$9.999781447221791

Wayfarer Inspector Danolarian saw his future and 
did not approve. After that incident, and having once 
met his future self, the inspector considered himself 
as knowledgeable as he ever wanted to be on time 
travel. What he did not know was that he would be 
abducted into the future and on the run with a 
constable who had shape-shifted into a cat. He 
would also find himself marooned in the past, where 
he would have to recover his time engine-his only 
way to get back home-from five thousand naked, 
psychopathic horsemen.

Time Engine, The
McMullen, Sean

Tor Books  •  TPB  •  Fantasy

$19.999780765330635

Preston, 1741. The drowning of drunken publican 
Antony Egan is no surprise - even if it comes as an 
unpleasant shock to coroner Titus Cragg, whose 
wife is the old man's niece. But he does his duty to 
the letter, and the inquest's verdict is accidental 
death. Meanwhile the town is agog with rumour and 
faction, as the General Election is only a week away 
and the two local seats are to be contested by four 
rival candidates. 

But Cragg's close friend, Dr Luke Fidelis, finds 
evidence to cast doubt on the events leading to 
Egan's demise. Soon suspicions are further roused 
when a well-to-do farmer collapses and it appears 
he was in town on political business. Is there a 
conspiracy afoot?

Dark Waters
Blake, Robin

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Historical Fiction

$19.999780330518093

'Love Virtually' ends as Leo leaves Austria for 
America. He and Emmi have still not met, but the 
intensity of their e-mail correspondence has been 
threatening Emmi's marriage.

Leo returns from Boston and gradually resumes his 
e-mail contact with Emmi. But he has plans to settle 
down with Pamela, the woman he met in America. 
In an attempt to draw a line under their relationship, 
Emmi and Leo at last agree to meet in person.

Every Seventh Wave
Glattauer, Daniel

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999781906694982

James Bulger was just a few weeks shy of his third 
birthday when, on 12 February 1993, he wandered 
away from his mum Denise in a shopping mall in 
Bootle. Grainy images from a security camera 
showed him trustingly holding the hand of ten-year-
old Jon Venables as they walked away. Venables 
and his friend Robert Thompson murdered James, 
in a crime that shocked the world. 

In this haunting book, James' father Ralph describes 
how his world fell apart in the days that followed. In 
his darkest hours he drank to numb the pain, and 
the stress tore his marriage apart. He tells how he 
learned to cope with his grief, but the sorrow of 
James' death has never left him.

My James
Bulger, Ralph and Dunn, Rosie

Sidgwick & Jackson  •  H/B  •  Biography: General

$39.999780283071683

In February 2003 sixty elite operators from the SBS, 
with SAS and Delta Force embeds, were sent 1,000 
kilometres behind enemy lines to take the surrender 
of a 120,000-strong Iraqi army in a mission that 
seemed lunatic from the start.

Caught in a ferocious ambush by vastly superior 
forces, the unit launched an epic bid to escape, 
inflicting carnage on their enemies. Running low on 
fuel and ammunition, and with their surviving 
vehicles shot to shreds, they faced dwindling 
options as the Iraqis closed in. The unit blew their 
vehicles, destroyed sensitive kit and prepared for 
death or capture…

Zero Six Bravo
Lewis, Damien

Quercus  •  H/B  •  True War & Combat Stories

$39.999781782060802

Will Storr was in the tropical north of Australia, 
excavating fossils with a celebrity creationist, when 
he asked himself a simple question. Why don't facts 
work? Why, that is, did the obviously intelligent man 
beside him sincerely believe in Adam and Eve, the 
Garden of Eden and a six-thousand-year-old Earth, 
in spite of the evidence against them? 

It was the start of a journey that would lead Storr all 
over the world - from Texas to Warsaw to the Outer 
Hebrides - meeting an extraordinary cast of modern 
heretics whom he tries his best to understand. He 
goes on a tour of Holocaust sites with David Irving 
and a band of neo-Nazis, experiences his own 
murder during 'past life regression' hypnosis and 
discusses the looming One World Government with 
iconic climate sceptic Lord Monckton.

Heretics, The
Storr, Will

Picador  •  H/B  •  Humour

$37.999781447231684

A knackered mother-friendly wine guide with insider 
tips on how to choose the right wine for every 
occasion. Strictly no insipid wines allowed. 

Come and explore the wonderful world of wine. 
From throwing a children's party (because adults 
need something fizzy too), planning a wedding or 
matching wine with food, this book will help you 
make the right wine choice every single time. Go 
beyond the discount deals and discover the can't-go-
wrong crowd-pleasers, perfect reds to go with your 
Sunday roast, the best wine to drink with chocolate, 
plus some unexpected suggestions for your next 
girls' night in.

Knackered Mother's Wine Club, The
McGinn, Helen

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Beverages

$29.999780230767645



Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Biography: General

$19.99

Claire Richards is loved by women everywhere for her warm and genuine 
personality. Now she writes honestly about her life, taking us from the 
bullied schoolgirl who dreamed of peforming at Wembley to finding 
stardom with Steps. She reveals the secrets of the music industry and 
what it's really like to be in a band at the top of their career, from the 
unhealthy pressure to stay thin to the backstage rows.

All of Me
Richards, Claire

9781447217411

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Biography: General

$19.99

Prue Leith describes herself as greedy in all senses of the word. Cook, 
caterer, restaurateur, food writer, journalist, novelist, businesswoman, 
teacher, television presenter, charity worker, lover, wife and mother, she 
has certainly been greedy for life. Prue came to London in the early 
1960s and, not long afterwards, opened Leith's Restaurant. By the mid-
seventies she was a food columnist on the "Daily Mail", had published 
several cookbooks and opened Leith's School of Food and Wine.

Relish
Leith, Prue

9780857384058

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Children's: General Fiction

$27.99

The long, bitter winters are getting worse, and a state of emergency has 
been declared across Europe. In Poland, the villagers are subject to 
frequent power cuts and fuel shortages. After the death of her 
grandmother and the evacuation of her village, fifteen-year-old Magda 
joins forces with the arrogant, handsome Ivan and smuggles her way onto 
a truck bound for London - where she hopes to find her mother. But 
London, when they reach it, is a nightmarish world, far from welcoming.

One Crow Alone
Crockett, S. D.

9780230760325

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$16.99

The British Army is circling the stronghold of the King of Abyssinia. Under 
orders from Queen Victoria, its mission is to rescue the British Envoy, 
held prisoner. Watching with terror and awe is the king's young son, 
Alamayu. He knows that his father is as brave as a lion, but how on earth 
can he and his warriors stand against the well-equipped foreigners? As 
battle rages, everything that Alamayu fears comes to pass. The fighting is 
cruel and efficient. By the time it is over, Alamayu is left without parents, 
throne or friends.

Prince Who Walked With Lions, The
Laird, Elizabeth

9780330530392

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Poetry (Children's/YA)

$9.99

What is the Tarantulator? Who are the Piranhadons from Quadrant Nine? 
Where exactly is the Flabwind Galaxy? How do you defeat the Robot 
Army? 

Aliens, spaceships, rockets, planes, strange happenings. All these and 
much, much more can be found in this brand-new collection of poems by 
bestselling poets Paul Cookson and David Harmer.

It Came From Outer Space!
Cookson, Paul and Harmer, David

9781447220350

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$9.99

Join the Bin Weevils on yet more adventures around the Binscape. But 
this time YOU decide how the story ends. Colin the Dragon is missing! 
Nobody knows where he is, which is very odd, because Colin is 
ENORMOUS. Can you help Gam track down his beloved pet and work 
out what in the Bin is going on? In this interactive adventure there are a 
host of possible endings, encouraging readers to play again and again. 
Some paths end in disaster, others end with you saving the day. The 
choice is yours!

Bin Weevils Choose Your Own Path 3
Archer, Mandy

9781447225751

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Sticker and Stamp Books

$9.99

A fun-filled nest-decorating sticker book for Bin Weevils fans, with 
reusable stickers! 

These bare nest rooms are crying out for your Bin-terior design skills! 
Use the stickers to decorate each nest room with all the best accessories 
from the Shopping Mall. You might even win yourself a glittering Bin Nest 
Trophy! When you want to play again, just peel off the stickers for 
endless decorating fun!

Bin Weevils: Best Nest Sticker Book
Macmillan Children's Books

9781447225775

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$12.99

Everything you need to know about Bin Weevils, the Binscape, looking 
after your Bin Weevil, decorating your Bin Nest and caring for your Bin 
Pet. This definitive, Bin-tastic updated guide will help you experience Bin 
Weevils to the full! Take a tour through the Binscape with Tink and Clott 
and learn the best tips and tricks, from looking after your Bin Weevil to 
creating a BIN-tastic nest design and caring for your Bin Pet. Learn how 
to win at games, crack tough puzzles and take part in top-secret SWS 
missions!

in Weevils: The Official Guide - Bin-tastic Updated E
Macmillan

9781447232308

Campbell Books  •  P/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$12.99

Poppy Cat and her friends go on another amazing adventure in this 
bright, colourful storybook. Poor Alma is really upset when she realises 
she has lost her new necklace, but Poppy Cat has a brilliant idea to make 
her feel better... a hunt for buried treasure! Poppy Cat is a brilliant TV 
series based on the original books by Lara Jones. It launched in the UK 
in May 2011.

Poppy Cat TV: Birthday Treasure
Jones, Lara

9780230754034

Campbell Books  •  P/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$12.99

Poppy Cat and her friends go on another amazing adventure in this 
bright, colourful storybook. Dressing up as detectives is great fun, but 
when one of Owl's books goes missing, Poppy Cat has a real mystery to 
solve. Where can it be? A purple pine cone, a tree-hugging tortoise and a 
strange squawking noise lead her and her friends to the truth... in their 
very own car!

Poppy Cat TV: Mystery Trail
Jones, Lara

9780230754027

Campbell Books  •  Board  •  Early Learning Concepts

$19.99

With more than 50 first words to learn! Join Poppy Cat as she plays in the 
garden, has tea with her friends and splashes around in the bath! Every 
spread has all kinds of everyday objects hidden away behind fun flaps 
and secret peep-holes. Children will love discovering and naming all the 
beautifully illustrated things in Poppy Cat's house. With over fifty first 
words to learn, this bright and colourful board book is perfect for sharing 
with inquisitive toddlers.

Poppy Cat's First Words
Jones, Lara

9780230767744


